The three-axis coil system is most commonly used in magnetic field measurement. The coil constant is an important parameter. We demonstrate a method to measure the coil constant based on the Larmor frequency. An elliptically polarized light is used to simultaneously excite the spin orientation and spin alignment via synchronous optical pumping. And then the coil system can be calibrated by measuring the magnetic resonance frequency of Bell-Bloom magnetometer. The advantage of this method is that the coil constants of all three directions can be obtained without any active adjustments. It is important for some applications, such as measuring the biological magnetic field with the integrated magnetometer. The method for calibration of a three-axis coil system is experimentally exploited. The experimental results show that the calibration accuracy of pT level can be achieved.
Introduction
Optically pumped atomic magnetometer has been actively developed in recent years [1] - [4] , which is widely used in many applications, such as biomagnetism [5] , [6] , low-field magnetic resonance [7] , [8] , searching for dark matter [9] and probing fundamental symmetries [10] . All these applications usually need to be operated under the clean magnetic environment, which can be achieved by a multilayer magnetic shield and a triaxial magnetic coil. The multilayer magnetic shield is used to reduce the earth field from 30000 nT to only several nT [11] . And the triaxial magnetic coil is used to generate the necessary homogeneous magnetic field in the center along the x, y or z direction, such as magnetocardiography measurement using Mx magnetometer [12] . In principle, magnetic field strength and distribution can be calculated from the known coil geometry using some magnetic simulation software. However, the presence of the high permeability shielding materials can distort the magnetic field generated by the coils. This effect makes it difficult to obtain information about magnetic field by quantitative simulation. Therefore, it is important to find a method to calibrate the coils in situ precisely.
Traditionally, a fluxgate magnetometer is used to calibrate the magnetic field coils, but subject to the precision limit, the calibration accuracy of the method is unsatisfactory. In addition, there is another problem of position error, because the fluxgate magnetometer may not be put in the exact same place as the atomic vapor. Therefore, the best way to measure the coil constants is to use the atomic vapor itself. In recent years, there are already several methods developed. One method exploits the FID signal of alkali atoms or the hyperpolarized noble atoms to derive the Larmor precession frequency, and then measures the coil constants based on the Larmor precession frequency [13] , [14] . Another method calibrates the coils by measuring the magnetic resonance frequency of the Cs atoms using Mx magnetometer [15] . All these methods can measure the magnetic field coils accurately. However, they suffer from the same problem, i.e., for a certain direction coil, the coil constant can not be measured directly without active adjustments. But in certain situations, it is impossible to adjust the system elements, especially for the integrated magnetometer systems. For example, a fully integrated magnetometer expected to be applied to magnetoencephalography is demonstrated [16] . An elliptically polarized light has been used as the pump and probe light simultaneously to enhance the amplitude of spin exchange relaxation free magnetometer. In this integrated system, the sensor arrangement can't be changed freely.
In this paper, a new elliptically-induced Bell-Bloom magnetometer is put forward and exploited to calibrate the coils of all three directions without any adjustments. The elliptically polarized light is used to simultaneously excite the spin orientation and spin alignment via synchronous optical pumping. When the magnetic field is along the x or y direction, transverse to the light propagation direction, the spin orientation Bell-Bloom magnetometer works. In contrast, when the magnetic field is parallel to the z axis, the orientation does not process. This is a dead zone for the spin orientation Bell-Bloom magnetometer. However, in this case, the spin alignment processes, which results in the spin alignment Bell-Bloom magnetic resonance. Based on this, the Bell-Bloom magnetometer with amplitude modulated elliptically polarized light also have the potential to measure the magnetic field in all directions. A different modulation method with similar effect has been demonstrated by M.V Romalis et al. which uses the polarization modulated light to eliminate the dead zone effect [17] .
Experimental Setup
The experimental set up is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 . A cubic Pyrex cell (24 mm × 24 mm × 24 mm) containing isotopically enriched Rb (99.5% 87 Rb) is used in this experiment. The inner surface of the cell was coated with Octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS), which can reduce the wall relaxation. The vapor cell also contained 5 torr N 2 quenching gas to increase the optical pumping efficiency by velocity changing collisions. The cell temperature is stabilized at room temperature, corresponding to the Rb density of about 5 × 10 9 atoms/cm 3 . The vapor cell is mounted at the center of the coil system nested within the innermost layer of a five-layer cylindrical μ-metal shield. The coil system can provide a homogeneous magnetic field within the volume of the cell in all three directions. The optical configuration is simple, only one light beam produced by a tunable externalcavity diode laser (Toptica DL Pro) is used. The light beam passes through a half-wave plate, a linear polarizer and a quarter-wave plate, and then enters the vapor cell. The frequency of the light is red detuned by 250 MHz from the F = 2 → F = 1 transition. The intensity is square-wave modulated by an acoustic optical modulator (AOM) controlled by a function generator, and the major axis of the polarization ellipse is adjusted to be along the y axis. Prior to entering the vapor cell, the polarization of the light is measured by a SK polarization analyzer, and the polarization analyzer will be removed before the experiment. The light beam is expanded to 10 mm in diameter to eliminate the wall-induced Ramsey effect. The paramagnetic Faraday rotation is measured with polarization homodyning consisting of a Wollaston prism and a balanced photodetector. Subsequently the homodyne output is sent into the input of a Stanford lock-in amplifier referenced to the AOM modulation frequency.
Theoretical Model
The basic experimental configuration of the elliptically-induced Bell-Bloom magnetometer has been shown in Fig. 1 . The elliptically polarized light propagates along the z axis whose intensity is modulated by a 50% duty cycle square wave with 100% modulation depth. When the magnetic field is along the y direction, the dynamics of the spin orientation polarization is governed by the Bloch equations [18] :
where P + = P z + i P x , is the components of the spin orientation polarization P that transverse to the magnetic field. is the total transverse relaxation rate which includes the optical pumping relaxation rate, spin exchange relaxation rate and wall relaxation rate, here can be regarded as time independent due to small pumping rate. We assume the square wave amplitude modulation of the light beam is symmetrical about time zero, so that the Fourier series expansion of the optical pumping rate R (t) is given by
where R 0 is the amplitude of the square wave pumping rate, ω is the modulation frequency. Expand (2) into (1), and solve the equation. Then the steady state solution is obtained,
When the modulation frequency matches the Larmor frequency, the amplitude of the 1st harmonic is resonantly enhanced over the other high-order harmonics and is given by P
The line shapes of ν and μ are absorptive and dispersive Lorentzian profiles after demodulation, respectively. From (4), one can find that the magnetic resonance appears at ω = ω L . And thus the 1st harmonic z component of the polarization is P 1 z = ν cos(ωt) + μ sin(ωt). Except for the 1st harmonic, the orientation polarization also contains an unmodulated DC Lorentzian (Hanle) resonance centered at ω L = 0, that is,
The precession of the transverse polarization is detected by the paramagnetic Faraday rotation using the same intensity modulated light. Therefore, the polarimeter signal is a convolution of the light intensity modulation and orientation polarization induced optical rotation,
where β is the proportional coefficient, I (t) is the square-wave modulated intensity which has the similar Fourier series expansion with R (t). The same results can be obtained in the x direction. When the magnetic field is applied along the z direction, spin alignment instead of spin orientation is generated via synchronous optical pumping. According to the similar solving procedure of (1)- (6), the polarimeter signal of the alignment polarization can be obtained as follows:
The solving procedure of (7) is omitted for brevity. Comparing (6) and (7), there is a 90°phase shift between the polarimeter signal of spin alignment and that of spin orientation. The origin of the phase shift can be found in Ref. [19] . The zero-order component of the alignment polarization A 0 y has the similar formula described as the P 0 z . ν and μ can also be described by equation (4) . But in the alignment polarization, the magnetic resonance occurs at ω = 2ω L . Therefore, ω L should be replaced by 2ω L in these formulas. In addition, equation (7) shows that the DC offset will be mixed into the dispersive signal, causing a base floor.
For a given signal noise δS z , the resulting sensitivity δB of the magnetometer is [20] 
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio,
is the frequency response at resonance.
Experimental Results and Analysis
At first, let us consider the magnetic field along the y direction. The square-wave modulation light gives the time domain signal as shown in Fig. 2(a) , where the modulation frequency ω is synchronized with the Larmor frequency ω L . The experimental signal agrees with the prediction of (6). The signal is demodulated with lock-in amplifier to extract the quadrature component of the first harmonic of the modulation frequency ω. Fig. 2(b) shows the demodulated frequency response signal by scanning the modulation frequency ω. The value of magnetic field B y can be extracted from the dispersive signal. From (4), one can find that the demodulated dispersive signal is equal to zero when the laser modulation frequency is locked to Larmor frequency. So the intercept of frequency axis represents the value of the magnetic field. Fig. 2(c) shows the magnetic field noise power spectral density (PSD) of the magnetometer. To measure the magnetic noise PSD, the laser modulation frequency is detuned on resonance according to the intercept of frequency axis. The demodulated signal is recorded for 14 s at a sampling rate of 1000 points/s. Then fast Fourier transform with rectangle window is performed on the data to yield the amplitude noise PSD. According to (8) , the amplitude noise PSD is converted into the magnetic field noise PSD via dividing the amplitude noise spectrum by the resonant response k 0 , which can be obtained from the slope of linear fit of the data near the resonance center of the dispersive signal [20] - [22] . The sensitivity averaged in 1 Hz bins is found to be 0.5 pT/ √ Hz for frequencies below 50 Hz. As predicted by the theory described in Section 3, similar experimental results can be obtained when the magnetic field is along the x direction.
When the magnetic field is along the z direction, the spin orientation created by circular component of the light is also along the z axis, so the magnetic torque on the spin orientation is equal to zero. The spin orientation Bell-Bloom magnetometer doesn't work. But the elliptically polarized light can also optically pump spin alignment along the y axis. When ω = 2ω L , the spin alignment BellBloom magnetic resonance occurs. In this case, the magnetometer has the typical experimental arrangements similar to magnetometer based on nonlinear magneto-optical rotation with amplitude modulated light [23] . In Fig. 3 , the time domain signal, the frequency response signal and the magnetic noise PSD are shown. In the experiment, the half-wave plate is adjusted to eliminate the DC offset in the dispersive signal. Therefore, the base floor is nearly invisible in Fig. 3(b) .
In this experiment, an important experimental parameter is the ellipticity ε of the elliptically polarized light. When the magnetic field is along the x or y direction, the circular component of the elliptically polarized light optically pumps the atoms while the linear component is used to measure the optical rotation. But when the magnetic field is along the z direction, only the linear component is used for both: pumping and probing. Therefore, the ellipticity of the light should be optimized for magnetometer in the three directions. Because the two cases for the magnetic field along the x and y direction are completely equivalent, we only consider the magnetic field along the y direction as an example. The dependence of magnetometer sensitivity on the ellipticity ε is measured and plotted in Fig. 4(a) . It can be found that, as the ellipticity ε increases from 0°to 15°, the magnetometer sensitivity increases slowly in the z direction, whereas in the y direction the sensitivity is slightly improved. After that, there is no visible changes when ε is changed from 15°to 30°. When the ellipticity is greater than 30°, the sensitivities in both z and y directions decrease sharply. The reason of the sensitivity change in the z direction is that, when the linear component decreases gradually with the increase of the ellipticity, the sensitivity is degraded. For the sensitivity change in the y direction, according to equation (8) , the sensitivity is related to the slope and noise. The slope can be expressed by the ratio of signal amplitude to the linewidth. As shown in Fig. 4(b), (c) , the noise and linewidth are essentially unchanged. Therefore, the sensitivity change is determined by the amplitude. The signal amplitude has an opposite variation trend relative to the sensitivity. This change indicates there is a process of competition. As the ellipticity ε increases, higher spin polarization can be produced due to the increased circular component, which results in the larger signal amplitude. But the decreased linear component as probe beam reduces the signal amplitude. This competitive process results in the variation trend of the y direction sensitivity. The left and right signal amplitude data of Fig. 4(c) indicate linear polarization component has greater influence than circular polarization component. Fig. 4(a) shows that the sensitivities in two directions are nearly equal when the ellipticity ε varies from 15°to 30°. Therefore, in order to have the same calibration accuracy in the three directions, the ellipticity ε is adjusted to 22.5°for the next calibration procedure. A quantitative model may be required to explain the sensitivity change accurately, and can be a topic of future study.
We use a calibration procedure similar to the digital-locking process. First, by scanning the modulation frequency with wide span, the Larmor frequency can be located within the range of dispersive signal. Next, the modulation frequency is manually changed to set the demodulated signal equal to zero. The Larmor frequency can be found roughly. Finally, the modulation frequency is scanned with 10 Hz span and the center frequency is set to the rough Larmor frequency. The accurate Larmor frequency can be obtained from the dispersive signal with narrow span, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The beginning and end are excluded from the fitted data. Fig. 5(b) shows a typical example of calibration for B x field coil. The curve in Fig. 5(b) shows the dependence of the magnetic field on the current in the coil, fitted linearly by the relation B x = c x I x + B res x . The slope of the curve is the coil constant in the x axis.
There may be a phase error problem, but it just affects the residual magnetic field B res x [24] . In order to verify this point, we change the phase purposely and find that the coil constant is not affected, only the calibration curve is shifted upward by about 1 nT as shown in the inset of Fig. 5(b) . The DC offset in the z direction has the same effect on the calibration of the coils, just as the phase error does. Another problem to consider is the light shift caused by the circular polarization component. In our experiment, the power of the light is 20 μw and the frequency of the light is red detuned by 250 MHz from the F = 2 → F = 1 transition. According to the semiclassical theory of Ref. [25] , [26] , the magnetic field caused by the light shift is about 1nT in the z direction. In the x and y direction, the light shift is very small relative to the magnetic field along the x and y direction. Therefore, the effect can be neglected. In the z direction, the light shift adds a residual magnetic field, and hence changes the Larmor frequency. However, this effect only shifts the calibration curve by about 1 nT and does not change the slope of the calibration curve, thus will not introduce a systematic error in the coil calibration.
In the calibration procedure, measurements are repeated eight times to increase the measurement accuracy in each direction. The average of the eight calibration values yields the coil constants of c = 99.94 ± 0.01 nT/mA, 99.71 ± 0.02 nT/mA, and 125.90 ± 0.08 nT/mA in the x, y and z axis, respectively. From the results, one can see that the coil constant in the z axis has a relatively large deviation. This is caused by the effect of low frequency magnetic field noise as shown in Fig. 3(c) . The DC background of the z direction dispersive signal introduces more serious low frequency drift in the z direction than in the x and y directions. This leads to the inaccuracy of the magnetic field measurement. There are many reasons that cause the low frequency drift, such as the low frequency fluctuation in the applied magnetic field, the intrinsic noise in the electronics, the low frequency drift in the frequency and intensity of light [27] , and so on. The low frequency drift causes the amplitude fluctuation during scanning the modulation frequency, which leads to the non-linearity in Fig. 5(a) . This non-linearity affects the coil calibration accuracy. The calibration accuracy can be further improved by using different low frequency noise reduction techniques.
Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrate an in situ method to calibrate a three-axis coil system using ellipticityinduced Bell-Bloom magnetometer. This method is based on simultaneously producing the spin orientation and alignment by an elliptically polarized light. The coil constants are 99.94 ± 0.01 nT/mA, 99.71 ± 0.02 nT/mA and 125.90 ± 0.08 nT/mA in the x, y and z axis, respectively. The main advantage of the method is: the coil constants in all three directions can be measured without any active adjustments. Furthermore, the method has a potential to measure the filed in all directions. It is reasonable to expect that, in the future, the method will be used to overcome the dead zone, the fundamental problem of atomic magnetometer.
